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Details of Visit:

Author: Zeus
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: July 18 20:00
Duration of Visit: Overnight
Amount Paid: 750
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Tara In Oxford
Website: http://www.tarainoxford.com/
Phone: 07852906439

The Premises:

New modern hotel 5 miles north of the city centre

The Lady:

She describes herself as "mid 30's, 5ft 6ins tall with a 36C-24-36 figure," ... with "silky strawberry
blonde shoulder length hair and a
tanned smooth body." While her description is correct, it understates the effect--she's all woman in
all the right places!

The Story:

We had met in the IRC Punternet chatroom. She was witty, intelligent and very sexual in her
postings. Since I was not then aware that she posts on Pnet as "sweet essence," I knew nothing
else about IRC's Tarainoxf. After a little research on her FRs, finally reading her posts on the Pnet
board and chatting on-line several evenings I convinced myself to violate rule #1--never to see
someone for an overnight that I had not met before.

She arrived exactly on time, we chatted briefly in the room and went to dinner in the hotel. It was a
carvery/buffet. We were placed in a corner table with no other nearby, and our conversation
immediately turned sexual. In line at the buffet, I couldn't keep my hands from touching her body;
she was wearing a lovely aqua blue dress that showed off her attributes to perfection. When the
waitress asked if we wanted dessert, I looked at Tara and we both said "yes" at the same time, but
it was something on our own menu we were thinking about. We started after each other in the
elevator, and by the time we arrived at the room we were practically tearing off each others clothes.
The sex that followed, in multiple positions was about as intense as I've experienced in years.

There was lots of joking and talking in between "events" during the evening. She exudes confidence
and has a complete mastery of how to please a man sexually. "Reverse oral" is one of her favorites,
and finding just the right spot produces a response likely to wake your neighbors and bring hotel
security! I could give you all the details of the overnight, but I'll leave it to your imagination. After a
bit of a cuddle and brushing of teeth in the morning, we were both ready for another go. It started
out less rushed and more like prolonged sex between two people comfortable with each others
bodies, but something happened. We ended up with the same kind of intensity of heated passion
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that had begun the night before--again in multiple positions, ending with her on her stomach with
legs extended over the corner of the bed, me pounding away from a standing position behind her.
We both practically screamed with each thrust. After she left, I slept until the front desk called to ask
if I intended to remain another night.

Honestly, I don't know if everyone has this kind of experience with Tara. My ego screams "no," but it
is clear to me that she loves sex, especially when it is not all about "male satisfaction and
dominance." No doubt she has a strong head for business and a body that needs to be pleased.

Ladies, don't bother. She is not bi and is completely disinterested.

Guys, she is very careful about her bookings, especially in establishing your "bona fides." Don't
mess with her. Her by-day profession gives her access to people who can, and do, protect her well.
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